DANCE: Yankele Levy

ETEN BAMIDBAR
(A Tree in the Desert)

FORMATION: Circle, facing center, join hands, moving CW.

PART ONE
1 - 4 Grapevine to l. side: cross with r. over l., etc.
5 - 16 Repeat 1-4 three more times (total set of 4).
17 - 18 Step-hop on r. forward into center of circle bringing arms up on the hop.
19 - 20 Step-hop on l. with arms still up high.
21 - 22 Two steps in place on r., l. with arms and body down.
23 - 24 Step-hop on r. in place
25 - 32 Repeat 17-24 moving backwards with opposite footwork.
33 - 64 Repeat 1-32.

PART TWO
1 - 4 MOVING CCW, FACING CENTER
2 Step r. to r. side.
3 - 4 Close with l. next to r.
5 - 6 Repeat 1-2.
7 - 8 Step-hop - turn to face CCW.
9 - 12 Facing Center, yemenite r. and hop when crossing.
13 - 24 Repeat 1-12 in reverse direction with opposite footwork.
25 - 40 Repeat PART ONE, counts 17-32.
41 - 64 Repeat 1-40.